This paper deals with the dependability evaluation of software programs of iterative nature. In this work we define a new model that is able to account for both dependencies between input values of successive iterations and the effects of sequences of consecutive failures. Differently from previously proposed models, it is based on steady state probabilities of an iteration outcome (success, benign failure or catastrophic failure) and those representing the correlation. As such it allows to analyse the effects of the correlation between successive inputs on the dependability attributes of iterative software and assumes, as starting knowledge, information usually obtainable by testing. Requiring the designers or users to determine just the steady state probabilities of an iteration outcome, rather than difficult and costly state transition probabilities, this model is more useful and more generally applicable.
Introduction
This paper deals with the dependability evaluation of software programs of iterative nature. The dependability of programs of iterative nature (as well as that of other software structures) is usually analysed using models [Arlat90, Chiaradonna94, Tai92, Tai93] that assume independence between the outcomes of successive executions of a program. This assumption, which is often false for many applications, strongly limits the realism of these models although make the associated mathematics simpler [Chiaradonna94] . Experiments and theoretical justifications show the existence of contiguous failure regions in the program input space and that, for many applications, such as real-time control systems, the inputs often follow a trajectory of contiguous points in the input space. For these reasons the inputs which originate failures of the software are very rarely isolated events but more likely grouped in clusters [Amman88, Bishop93, Bishop88] . For all the classes of applications to which these considerations apply, analyses of software dependability performed assuming independence between successive iterations seem to lead to results excessively diverging from the real behaviour of the analysed system. Another important characteristic of these applications that should be captured by a realistic model (and usually is not) is the effect of clustering of failures on the system mission. Many (physical) systems can tolerate isolated or short bursts of benign failures, but long sequences of even benign failures prevent the system to get feedback control often causing actual damage (from stopping a continuous production process to letting an airplane drift out of its safe flight envelope).
The problem of modelling and evaluating the effects of correlation between the outcomes of successive iterations has been addressed in the literature [Bondavalli95, Csenski89, Tomek93] . [Csenski89] models the behaviour of a recovery block structure [Randell75] composed of a primary version, an alternate version and a perfect acceptance test. Failures of the primary module are distinguished in : i) point failure: when the input sequence enters a failure region, ii) serial failure: a number of consecutive failures occurring after a point failure, i.e., after that the input trajectory enters a failure region. The number of serial failures subsequent to any point failure is a random variable. From these modelling assumptions a simple Markov chain with discrete time is developed allowing an analytical evaluation of the reliability (MTTF) of the recovery blocks. [Tomek93] analyses the different forms of correlation of the recovery blocks structure, including correlation among the different alternates and among alternates and the acceptance test on the same inputs. While the previous two papers modelled correlation between inputs, we defined (in [Bondavalli95] ) a dependability model for iterative software accounting for both dependencies between input values of successive iterations and the possibility that repeated, non fatal failures may together cause mission failure. The effective utility of a model depends on many factors, that may also relate to its intended use. Among these we already recalled the realism, i.e. the plausibility of the assumptions made, but also very important are the ability to account for the relevant basic details, the robustness against inaccurate values assigned to some parameters and the possibility or easiness to obtain proper estimation of the parameters. A set of plausible values for the model parameters is normally derived from testing or from previous experience with similar software. Usually models kept simple by numerous assumptions, have a limited realism but use parameters which are easier to determine than those required by more realistic models. For example, models where the independence assumption holds allow to use constant probabilities of failure and success at each iteration for the entire mission duration. This has the advantage to allow dependability models with steady state probabilities as parameters. These steady state probabilities may be estimated through testing and then used for evaluating the system behaviour in different scenarios. In this paper our aim is to improve the utility of modelling both dependencies between input values of successive iterations and the possibility that repeated, non fatal failures may together cause mission failure. The model in [Bondavalli95] is based on state transition probabilities. The estimation of these parameters, e.g. through testing, may be i) difficult to obtain and ii) in most cases useless since their estimation requires the same effort than estimating the dependability figures of interest. We develop a new model which is based on steady state probabilities easier to determine. In this way, an interesting compromise is reached between a fairly realistic model for obtaining predictions of dependability attributes of a system and difficulty (and costs) in obtaining the basic knowledge necessary to resolve the model. The rest of the paper is organised as follows. Section 2 contains our assumptions, a brief recall to the model presented in [Bondavalli95] and a discussion on how values for model parameters may be obtained. In Section 3, a new, general model for iterative software based on steady state probabilities is developed. Examples of evaluations for specific classes of iterative software are presented in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 summarises our conclusions.
Background

Assumptions and Dependability Measures
Software applications (seen as a black box) of an iterative nature are assumed, where a mission is composed of a constant number n of iterations of the execution of the program. Each iteration is started cyclically after a fixed time interval and is aborted by a watch-dog timer should it last more than a time threshold τ equal to the period. At each iteration, the program accepts an input and produces an output. Successive inputs form a trajectory, a random or deterministic walk with a step length that is small, compared to the size of the input space [Bishop88] . The outcomes of an individual iteration may be: i) success, i.e., the delivery of a correct result, ii) a benign failure of the program, i.e., an output that is not correct but does not, by itself, cause the entire mission to fail, or iii) a catastrophic failure, i.e., an output that causes the immediate failure of the entire mission. Failure regions are subsets of the program input space, consisting of contiguous points. They are separated by each other: to pass from one to another the input trajectories must cross at least one point for which the system executes successfully. "A priori", all points in the input space have the same probability of belonging to a failure region. Any sequence of n c or more benign failures (n c >0) causes the failure of the entire mission. One success, after any series of less than n c benign failures, interrupts the sequence and the system looses the memory of the previous failure sequence. This is a plausible assumption if failure regions are small and widely dispersed in the input space. For instance, this is true in the case of convex failure regions and trajectories that change direction only slightly between any two consecutive inputs. The two attributes of dependability considered are the probability of surviving a mission (reliability after a certain number of executions) and the performability [Meyer80] . The reward model used here as a basis for performability is the same used in [Chiaradonna94, Tai93] : successful executions add one unit to the value of the total reward accumulated over a mission; executions producing benign failures add zero; a catastrophic failure reduces the total reward to zero.
A Model Based on State Transition Probabilities
This model [Bondavalli95] , described by the discrete-time Markov chain shown in Figure 1 , is based on the same assumptions we have made here with just one difference: the input trajectories may directly pass from one failure region to another, that is contiguous failure regions are admitted. After an iteration with success (state S) there is a probability that the next execution will produce a benign failure (i.e., that the input trajectory enters a failure region). In this case the probability of staying there for i iterations is given by p i , which models the variable "number of consecutive failures" conditioned on entering a failure region while p nn designates the probability of staying for at least n c iterations, i. e. p p representing the benign failure is split in n c -1 states. So, each state B i designates a benign failure of the last execution. For instance, with probability p sb p 2 the program enters a failure region, represented by state B 2 in our model, from which, unless a catastrophic failure occurs (arc from B 2 to C labelled p bc ) it will be compelled to move to B 1 , after which it exits the failure region. Arcs exiting from B 1 and entering states B 2 , .., B nc-1 , C, labelled with the same probabilities as those exiting from state S, model the case of input trajectories crossing two or more consecutive failure regions. The modelled behaviour (as it was intended) does not capture negative correlation. Figure 1 . The model for iterative executions with failure clustering. This model does not depend on any specific distribution of the length of stays in failure regions and has been used to evaluate the effects of several distributions on the dependability figures analysed. The resolution has been conducted by assuming specific values for the state transitions probabilities; then, the probability of mission failure and performability were evaluated as functions of two factors: 1) the probability of exceeding a sequence of n c -1 consecutive failure, p nn and 2) the mean stay in a failure region, once the input trajectory enters it. Moreover, two distributions representing the two extreme cases have been defined, and their figures were shown to bound those derived by all the analysed distributions.
Discussion
The model just described is, in principle, an interesting step forward in improving the predictions about system behaviour, but it assumes knowledge about the state transition probabilities (for example, the probability that the program enters in a failure region), which can be very difficult, or at least quite expensive, to obtain. Hence, our interest in developing an alternative process to obtain the same final evaluations, but starting from information which can be derived in a simpler and cheaper way, that is the steady state probabilities p s , p b and p c . Usually, a set of plausible values for the model parameters is derived by testing. The accuracy of the measures so determined depends on how good the testing activity is. Obviously, the more the test is calibrated to the specific application and extends to a large number of experiments, the more the estimates of the measured quantities result to be accurate. Since it is impractical to test a program on every possible input, a variety of methods have been proposed in the testing field for selecting a subset of significant inputs on which to experiment the program. Testing on a randomly generated input profile could be satisfactory in finding bugs, but is generally much less interesting if the aim is to determine estimates of measures (such as reliability). In these cases, inputs more frequently encountered during the operational life of the program are normally privileged. Hence, the knowledge of the characteristics of the program under testing becomes crucial. For example, to get proper estimates for the state transition probabilities to be used in the model previously described, inputs for the testing should be selected in the form of realistic trajectories from a realistic distribution of trajectories. Moreover, to better represent the software in actual operation, the observation of a mission would stop at the moment of a mission failure. In the extreme case, when all the details about the operational environment of the program under testing are known, one could derive by testing directly estimates of the final quantities of interest (for example, the probability of mission failure, or the performability of a system). But, also in this extreme case, it could be prohibitive to derive by testing the final estimates due to the high costs involved (in terms of time required and skill in determining significant inputs). Instead of providing reliability figures only through testing, i.e. considering the system as a black-box, its internal structure could be taken into account as well. For example, if the system has been designed according to some fault tolerant structure, the testing could be used to obtain an estimate of the probability of failure/success of the individual components of the software system. Then, models are widely available in the literature [Arlat90] , to derive the probability of success, benign and catastrophic failure for each single iteration. Last, these probabilities of the outcome at each individual execution can be interpreted as the steady state probabilities of the system, and figures related to the probability of surviving or the performability of missions of a certain duration can be found using models as that proposed in section 3. Here, we are not much interested in discussing all the possible ways of obtaining the steady state probabilities p s , p b and p c of a software system, but we simply point out that this knowledge can be reasonably provided. In particular, we assume to know them from testing. To simplify the testing process, we consider that the behaviour of the system under testing differs from the behaviour of the system in its real operational environment for two aspects: 1) the effects of sequences of benign failures are not taken into account; and 2) missions are not made of a fixed number of iterations but they are terminated only by the occurrence of a pointwise catastrophic failure (after a catastrophic failure the system is reset to the initial state). A practical use of this technique is possible when a realistic distribution of inputs can be generated by synthesising the population of trajectories expected for the controlled system. This makes testing much cheaper than testing the system on realistic trajectories. The steady state probabilities thus determined are obviously not exactly those of our original system due to the simplifications at point 1) and 2) above. Clearly, the quality of the measured probabilities heavily depends on how properly the inputs used for testing represent the trajectories that will be encountered by the system during its operational lifetime.
The new Developed Model
In our scenario, the steady state probabilities p s , p b and p c obtained through testing are the steady state probabilities of the system described by the Markov chain in Figure 2 . . We consider that each trajectory, after crossing a failure region, experiences at least one successful execution. B 1 is the state corresponding to the last failure in the crossed regions and we assign the value 1 to the arc from the state B 1 to S. This general model takes into account the correlation between successive inputs through the parameters p i on the arcs from S to the states B i , without being tied to any specific distribution representing the permanence of the input trajectory in failure regions. At this stage, the possibility for repeated benign failures to cause a catastrophic failure is not considered (only pointwise catastrophic failures are considered). In addition, the assumption that after a catastrophic failure the system is reset to the initial state is represented by transitions from state C to states S, B i and C, all with the same probabilities as transitions from S. Let (p b1 ,....,p bi ,....,p s , p c ) be the steady-state distribution of the probability of staying respectively in the states B 1 ,......., B i ,......, S and C and X i be the random variable representing the state of the system at the i-th iteration, i.e.: 
The steady state probabilities and transition probabilities in this model are interdependent and our aim is to derive the transition probabilities (p ss , p sc , p sb , p bb and p bc ) from the steady state ones (p b , p s and p c ) plus the p i 's representing the distribution of the length of staying in failure regions. Unfortunately, this knowledge is not sufficient to solve system 3.1 and to determine all the transition probabilities in the Markov chain in Figure 2 . More information must be collected. We assume that further information may be obtained from analysing the system; for example such analysis could suggest special relationships between transition probabilities. Some reasonable examples are the following: a) a system for which catastrophic failures occur independently from the trajectory being crossing failure regions, thus the probability of a catastrophic failure is the same if the last execution produced a benign failure or a success. Setting pbc = psc in our model allows to represent this case; b) a system for which the probability of the next iteration producing a catastrophic failure increases if the last iteration produced a benign failure. This is modelled by setting p bc >p sc . This looks like a realistic assumption in many cases: for instance, one may assume that a benign failure implies that the program has entered a region of its input space where failure in general is especially likely, and that a fixed proportion of such failures happens to be immediately catastrophic; c) the case of a controlled system where most erroneous control signals are immediately "catastrophic", but the control system is engineered to detect its own internal errors and then issue a safe output and reset itself to a known state from which the program is likely to proceed correctly. One may then assume that most benign failures are due to this mechanism, and likely to be followed by successes: 0<p bc <p sc ; d) the extreme of case c) above: the system issues a safe output but after the reset takes place pointwise catastrophic failures cannot immediately happen (pbc = 0). The different situations illustrated can be summarised with the relation pbc = k p sc , where k is a non negative real number. We can thus determine the values of the transition probabilities as a function of k and of the distribution of p i . The resulting expressions are shown in Table 1 where two cases (k =0 and k >0) have been distinguished for mathematical reasons. In Section 4 we will discuss the effects of these scenarios (assigning proper values to k) on the probability of mission failure and the performability. , has been added to the arc from S to C to capture that sequences of benign failures longer than n c -1 now lead to a mission failure. A very insignificant approximation has been introduced, this is described in [Bondavalli94] where an upper bound to the error introduced in the probability of surviving a mission and the performability is also given. 
Evaluations
The model proposed in Section 3 is not tied to any specific distribution of the length of stays in failure regions. The two main factors characterising the effects on dependability figures of any distribution function are 1) its mean, and 2) the probability of sequences of benign failures equal or longer than the critical threshold n c . We concentrate on the latter one in the following reliability and performability evaluation (while keeping all other parameters constant) showing the variation obtained by applying distribution functions belonging to different families (with the same values of the probability p nn ). Then we show that the figures obtained are approximately the same for all the types of system considered in the previous section: heavy variations of the factor k (determining the ratio between catastrophic failures obtained after a success or after a benign failure) from 0 to 10 4 do not imply significant changes in reliability and performability. Last, we perform an analysis of the variations in the considered dependability measures as a function of the probability p s obtained by testing, fixing all the other parameters and considering two different values for the ratio between p b and p c . The families of distributions used include some common distributions from the literature and some special limiting distributions, one of which can be shown to provide lower bounds on the dependability figures while the others are useful to explain some tendency. These distributions are:
-geometric distribution, pi Figures 4 and 5 show, respectively, the results for the probability of mission failure and the performability measure obtained from the model as a function of the variation of the probability of exceeding a sequence of n c -1 consecutive failures, p nn . We use the six distributions previously described to model the correlation between successive inputs and a set of plausible values for the model parameters, as shown in Table 2 .
Parameter values p b = 10 -4 p c = 10 -9 p s = 1-p sb -p sc n c = 10 n = 10 6 k = 100 p nn variable from 0 to 10 -3 Table 2 . Parameter values used in the evaluation conducted as a function of p nn .
The number of iterations in a mission, n, is 10 6 (a realistic number, e.g., for civil avionics where the average duration of one iteration could be 20-50 milliseconds and the mission duration could be around 10 hours). The value for k is fixed to 100, modelling case b) in the previous section (pbc = 100 p sc ), which represents a quite common scenario where the probability of the next iteration producing a catastrophic failure increases if the last iteration produced a benign failure. . Performability as a function of p nn . In our scenario, where we have fixed the steady state probabilities p s , p b and p c , distributions with low mean represent input trajectories crossing failure regions more often but with a shorter permanence than those represented by distributions with higher mean. For these low-mean distributions we obtain higher values of the probability p sb . Among these distributions, it is easy to derive that, for a given value of p nn , d1 is the one having the lowest mean. Since the dominant factor responsible for increasing the probability of mission failure due to exceeding a sequence of n c -1 failures is the term p sb p nn on the arc from S to C in Figure 3 , it can be argued that distributions functions having low mean show worse behaviour. In fact, in Figures 4 and 5 we observe that d1 has the worst behaviour and is a lower bound for all the other distributions. Moreover, from the evaluation performed for p nn in the range (0, 10 -3 ), we observed that the dependability figures obtained for the various distributions are ranked in the same order as the mean. Distributions d2 and d3 have the best behaviour among the distribution considered and, having the highest mean given p nn , exemplify the behaviour just described. Figure 6. Differences in the probability of mission failure for k = 0 and k = 10 4 . To extend our analysis to the other scenarios described in Section 3, we computed the probability of mission failure for different values of k (0, 10 -4 , 10 -2 , 1, 10 2 and 10 4 ) using the values in Table 2 for the other parameters. The distributions selected in this case have been the geometric, the negative binomial and the modified Poisson. The figures obtained for the various k were so close to each other that plotting them would have been useless. So, we decided to show a plot of the variations on the probability of mission failure between the lowest (k= 10 4 ) and the highest (k=0) case. Figure 6 shows the plot of these differences. It can be observed from the figure that for all the three distributions the maximum difference is extremely low, of the order 10 -6 against absolute values of 10 -2 as it can be observed in Table 3 . Parameter values used in the evaluation conducted as a function of p s . Last the probability of mission failure has been computed varying the probability p s . The aim is to investigate how sensitive is the model to such a parameter, since the values provided by testing could be not extremely precise and therefore it becomes useful to study an interval around the value derived by testing. In doing this we wanted also to take into account different ratios between p b and p c . Using the values in Table 3 we produced two such plots (Figures 7 and 8 Probability of success for iteration p s Figure 7 . Probability of mission failure as a function of ps, with pb = 10 5 pc. From Figures 7 and 8 it can be observed that, as expected, passing from p b = 10 5 p c to p b = 10 3 p c the probability of pointwise catastrophic failures increases thus increasing (in the same proportion) the probability of mission failure. The other fact that can be immediately observed is that the curves in Figure 8 are much more close to each other and are ranked in the same order than in Figure 7 . More precisely we observed that the absolute distance between any two curves for the same value of p s is exactly the same. Our explanation is that we have left p nn unchanged, and that the value of p nn determines the contribution to mission failure due to sequences of benign failures. In the Figures we included also the probability of mission failure in case of independence between successive inputs. In such an hypothesis the value of p nn is not fixed but depends on p b and is usually extremely low (p b nc ). This case can be therefore considered a lower bound for the probability of mission failure that can be expected given p s , p b and p c thus helping to appreciate the effects of different distributions and different degrees of input correlation on the expected behaviour of the system. 
Conclusions
In this paper, we addressed one of the main causes of the lack of realism of most structural models for predicting the dependability of iterative software. We defined a new model that is able to account for both dependencies between input values of successive iterations and the effects of sequences of consecutive failures. To improve utility with respect to previously proposed models, ours is based on steady state probabilities of an iteration outcome (success, benign failure or catastrophic failure) and those representing the correlation. It requires the designers or users to determine just the steady state probabilities of an iteration outcome, which are relatively easy to obtain, rather than the difficult and costly state transition probabilities on which previous proposals are based. The proposed model can accommodate different distributions of the length of stays in failure regions; a number of distributions have been taken into consideration and their effects on the dependability figures analysed. Analyses have been made also to investigate the effects of different structural characteristics of the system and the variations due to different ratios of benign versus catastrophic failures on the dependability attributes considered.
